
Family time
Breeding starts in spring and takes 

place in large cavities in trees or 
in crevices in cliffs. Occasionally the 
birds will dig out a hollow in an earth 
bank or a donga, the only known  
cases of hornbills excavating their 
own nests. The same site will often be 
used for many years. Unlike other hornbills, breeding female ground-hornbills are not sealed into the cavity 
during nesting. The typical clutch is two eggs and only the alpha female breeds, fed by other group mem-
bers. The eggs hatch up to 14 days apart and the second-hatched chick usually dies of starvation within a 
few days, unable to compete with its larger sibling.

All older group members defend the nest, even mobbing predators as formidable as lions and  
leo pards if they approach too closely, while a Verreaux’s Eagle was killed by five group members when it 
passed too close to a nest. Breeding success is naturally low. At best, groups fledge only a single chick every 
two or three years, though perhaps more typically every five to 10 years. Fledged youngsters are fed by 
group members until they are about two years old. Full adult appearance is attained at four to six years and 
birds in captivity only begin breeding when they are at least eight years old. In the wild they are probably 
much older, as they first need to achieve alpha breeding social status. Adults are long-lived; a captive bird 
survived to 66 years. 

Cultural icon
These compelling birds feature promi-

nently in African lore. They are famed 
as makers of rain, and not just of drizzle 
but of downpours, reflecting the percep-
tion of them as creatures of unusual 
potency. Other associations, rooted in 
the bird’s dignified demeanour, relate to 
wisdom and to promoting calmness in 
people of agitated disposition. Based on 
its tight familial bonds, the species is also 
seen as a protector of home and kin. Its 
unforgettable call holds a special place 
in folklore and is widely interpreted as 
repetitive bickering between spouses. 
However, the awe in which this bird is 
held easily turns to dread and it can  
signify bad tidings. 

B i r d  o f  t h e  Y e a r  2 0 1 7

ZaCk rheeder

Weighing in
Southern Ground-Hornbills are avian giants and the world’s largest hornbill. Males weigh 

about 4.2 kilograms and females about 3.3 kilograms. The beak is long and decurved, with 
a raised casque at the base of the upper mandible, as in all hornbills. The bare skin of the face 
and throat is bright red, but females (and some males) show blue markings on the upper 
throat. The bird’s pale yellow eyes are fringed by long, broad lashes that provide both shade 
and protection. Its plumage is entirely black except for pure white primaries and upper  
primary coverts that are normally only visible when the hornbill takes flight. 

dual nationality   
Its range stretches across 14 countries in East, 

Central and southern Africa, from Kenya in 
the north to South Africa in the south. Its status 
is least well known in Angola, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and northern Mozambique. 
An inhabitant of woodland as well as grassland 
areas that are completely treeless, it is the horn-
bill species least reliant on wooded cover.

southern ground-hornBill

Helping hands
This species usually lives in territorial groups of three to five birds, although groups as large 

as 12 have been recorded. Group territories vary widely, from 6–10 square kilometres in 
private conservation areas adjacent to the Kruger National Park to 200 square kilometres on 
private farmland in the Limpopo Valley. 

The core of the group comprises an alpha pair, while other group members are offspring of 
varying ages from previous breeding attempts by the dominant pair. They help to defend their 
permanent territory and to feed the female and any newly produced young. Most older help-
ers are males, as the older females disperse to seek breeding opportunities elsewhere. This is 
the largest bird species in the world to show such cooperative breeding.

Bushveld baritones
The start of each day is typically heralded with a deep and rhythmic booming chorus given by all older group members and it can be 

heard up to five kilometres away. The long trachea and, in particular, the large inflatable throat sacs probably play a key role in the  
production of these impressive vocalisations, which give rise to one of its colloquial names, the thunderbird (it’s also known as the rainbird).

on the menu
The ground-hornbill’s diet is diverse and comprises any small  

animals the hornbills can overpower. Invertebrates feature promi-
nently, especially grasshoppers, beetles, termites, mopane worms,  
spiders, solifugids and scorpions, but also molluscs, centipedes and 
millipedes, earthworms and crustaceans. Vertebrate prey includes 
hares, mongooses, squirrels, rodents, snakes (even venomous species), 
lizards and chameleons, tortoises and turtles, and frogs and toads.  
Avian prey is also taken, and the hornbills raid nests for eggs and 
chicks. They occasionally take carrion.

The  beak, paired with the powerful neck, is a devastating weapon 
used for stabbing, grasping, bludgeoning and crushing prey. It is also 
used to dig for prey, especially in dry conditions. Larger prey is hunt-
ed by group members in unison and then ripped apart. To capture 
flushed prey, the hornbills follow herds of ungulates and are attracted 
to fires. Like most other hornbills, they never drink from open water 
and receive their hydration through their prey.

Bird of the Year 2020 Bucorvus leadbeateri

seCond ChanCes
The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project (www.ground-hornbill.

org.za) is the BirdLife South Africa Species Guardian for this 
threatened bird and coordinates conservation efforts through-
out its range. A key conservation strategy involves rearing in 
captivity second-hatched wild chicks that would otherwise 
naturally perish. These naive youngsters are re-wilded in ‘bush 
schools’ where they are mentored by wild free-roaming groups 
until they are bush-savvy enough to form independent sub-
populations.

Some wild groups, and even populations, are limited by the 
availability of suitable nest sites, so artificial nests are being 
provided and these enhance breeding success.

The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project also spearheads measures to mitigate direct threats. These include 
minimising risks from poisoning and electrocutions, and screening window panes in susceptible buildings 
to elimin ate reflections. Re-introduced birds are vaccinated against Newcastle disease. Perhaps the most 
crucial aspect of the project is an intensive awareness programme that focuses on increasing local commu-
nities’ understanding of the importance and vulnerability of this wonderful bird.
TEXT BY DAVID ALLAN

Boom or bust?
This unique species has decreased throughout its range. Rwanda, Burundi, Swaziland and to some extent Malawi now support only rem-

nant populations restricted to tiny protected areas. Kenya, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and South Africa boast larger populations, but 
the species has lost 70–90 per cent of its ori ginal range in some of these states and is now common only in large protected areas. The global 
conservation status of this hornbill is considered Vulnerable, but Endangered in South Africa, Swaziland and Namibia. 

These birds face a wide array of threats. Habitat loss and degradation through extensive crop farming, commercial afforestation, high  
human densities, bush encroachment, over- and undergrazing, erosion and climate change expel the birds from their ancestral grounds.  
Indirect poisoning through baits set for mammalian predators is a particularly pervasive peril. Lead poisoning from swallowing spent am-
munition is a recently appreciated danger, and this is yet another species at risk from electrical infrastructure, with reported electro cutions 
at transformer boxes. Re-introduced birds are susceptible to Newcastle disease. Harvesting for traditional use and the zoo trade exerts  
further pressure on Southern Ground-Hornbills.

One threat is peculiar to the species. On noticing their reflection in windows when foraging close to buildings, the hornbills peck at the 
glass, typically shattering it. In one instance, 150 windows were broken in a single morning at a rural school. Understandably, this can elicit 
retribution from aggrieved parties.
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     President’s Message

Greetings, fellow Aviculturists:
 
As I am writing this to you, I am, thankfully, recovering from COVID-19.
 
We usually reflect on the past year but, I feel so optimistic for what lays before us in 
2021, I don’t want to look back. Do you?
 
We can start by healing and getting back to normal and then, let the games begin! 
Planning conferences and get-togethers as we have in years gone by.
 
Yes, I am bursting with optimism! The nests will be full of fertile eggs and the 
weather will be conducive to birds doing what birds do.
 
We will be out and about again and look forward to seeing each other, in person, at 
another ASA conference with an international line-up of speakers. We’re chomping 
at the bit to make it happen. Will I see you there? I hope so!
 
I would, however, reflect on the enormous contributions made by the authors, 
photographers, editorial team, and everyone else that contributes to the making of 
the ASA e-Bulletin. We are nothing without them.
 
This issue, in particular, touches my heart. Our feature article is about the 2020 
BirdLife South Africa Bird of the Year, the southern ground hornbill (Bucorvus 
leadbeateri). Listed Vulnerable within their range by IUCN, these hornbills are 
already considered Endangered within South Africa and Namibia.
 
In honor of this occasion, I have created an embroidery design available for various 
clothing articles with 20% going to the Mabula Ground Hornbill Project. These 
funds will go to directly addressing southern ground hornbills’ multiple threats, 
including habitat loss, secondary poisoning, and direct persecution.

Best wishes this holiday season to all of our ASA family and friends around the 
world! I look forward to another busy year—decade!—of learning about, caring for, 
sharing with others, and helping to protect birds near and far.

Stay safe and stay well!
Yours truly,
 
Carol Stanley

President, YOUR Avicultural Society of America
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Family time
Breeding starts in spring and takes 

place in large cavities in trees or 
in crevices in cliffs. Occasionally the 
birds will dig out a hollow in an earth 
bank or a donga, the only known  
cases of hornbills excavating their 
own nests. The same site will often be 
used for many years. Unlike other hornbills, breeding female ground-hornbills are not sealed into the cavity 
during nesting. The typical clutch is two eggs and only the alpha female breeds, fed by other group mem-
bers. The eggs hatch up to 14 days apart and the second-hatched chick usually dies of starvation within a 
few days, unable to compete with its larger sibling.

All older group members defend the nest, even mobbing predators as formidable as lions and  
leo pards if they approach too closely, while a Verreaux’s Eagle was killed by five group members when it 
passed too close to a nest. Breeding success is naturally low. At best, groups fledge only a single chick every 
two or three years, though perhaps more typically every five to 10 years. Fledged youngsters are fed by 
group members until they are about two years old. Full adult appearance is attained at four to six years and 
birds in captivity only begin breeding when they are at least eight years old. In the wild they are probably 
much older, as they first need to achieve alpha breeding social status. Adults are long-lived; a captive bird 
survived to 66 years. 

Cultural icon
These compelling birds feature promi-

nently in African lore. They are famed 
as makers of rain, and not just of drizzle 
but of downpours, reflecting the percep-
tion of them as creatures of unusual 
potency. Other associations, rooted in 
the bird’s dignified demeanour, relate to 
wisdom and to promoting calmness in 
people of agitated disposition. Based on 
its tight familial bonds, the species is also 
seen as a protector of home and kin. Its 
unforgettable call holds a special place 
in folklore and is widely interpreted as 
repetitive bickering between spouses. 
However, the awe in which this bird is 
held easily turns to dread and it can  
signify bad tidings. 

B i r d  o f  t h e  Y e a r  2 0 1 7

ZaCk rheeder

Weighing in
Southern Ground-Hornbills are avian giants and the world’s largest hornbill. Males weigh 

about 4.2 kilograms and females about 3.3 kilograms. The beak is long and decurved, with 
a raised casque at the base of the upper mandible, as in all hornbills. The bare skin of the face 
and throat is bright red, but females (and some males) show blue markings on the upper 
throat. The bird’s pale yellow eyes are fringed by long, broad lashes that provide both shade 
and protection. Its plumage is entirely black except for pure white primaries and upper  
primary coverts that are normally only visible when the hornbill takes flight. 

dual nationality   
Its range stretches across 14 countries in East, 

Central and southern Africa, from Kenya in 
the north to South Africa in the south. Its status 
is least well known in Angola, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and northern Mozambique. 
An inhabitant of woodland as well as grassland 
areas that are completely treeless, it is the horn-
bill species least reliant on wooded cover.

southern ground-hornBill

Helping hands
This species usually lives in territorial groups of three to five birds, although groups as large 

as 12 have been recorded. Group territories vary widely, from 6–10 square kilometres in 
private conservation areas adjacent to the Kruger National Park to 200 square kilometres on 
private farmland in the Limpopo Valley. 

The core of the group comprises an alpha pair, while other group members are offspring of 
varying ages from previous breeding attempts by the dominant pair. They help to defend their 
permanent territory and to feed the female and any newly produced young. Most older help-
ers are males, as the older females disperse to seek breeding opportunities elsewhere. This is 
the largest bird species in the world to show such cooperative breeding.

Bushveld baritones
The start of each day is typically heralded with a deep and rhythmic booming chorus given by all older group members and it can be 

heard up to five kilometres away. The long trachea and, in particular, the large inflatable throat sacs probably play a key role in the  
production of these impressive vocalisations, which give rise to one of its colloquial names, the thunderbird (it’s also known as the rainbird).

on the menu
The ground-hornbill’s diet is diverse and comprises any small  

animals the hornbills can overpower. Invertebrates feature promi-
nently, especially grasshoppers, beetles, termites, mopane worms,  
spiders, solifugids and scorpions, but also molluscs, centipedes and 
millipedes, earthworms and crustaceans. Vertebrate prey includes 
hares, mongooses, squirrels, rodents, snakes (even venomous species), 
lizards and chameleons, tortoises and turtles, and frogs and toads.  
Avian prey is also taken, and the hornbills raid nests for eggs and 
chicks. They occasionally take carrion.

The  beak, paired with the powerful neck, is a devastating weapon 
used for stabbing, grasping, bludgeoning and crushing prey. It is also 
used to dig for prey, especially in dry conditions. Larger prey is hunt-
ed by group members in unison and then ripped apart. To capture 
flushed prey, the hornbills follow herds of ungulates and are attracted 
to fires. Like most other hornbills, they never drink from open water 
and receive their hydration through their prey.

Bird of the Year 2020 Bucorvus leadbeateri

seCond ChanCes
The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project (www.ground-hornbill.

org.za) is the BirdLife South Africa Species Guardian for this 
threatened bird and coordinates conservation efforts through-
out its range. A key conservation strategy involves rearing in 
captivity second-hatched wild chicks that would otherwise 
naturally perish. These naive youngsters are re-wilded in ‘bush 
schools’ where they are mentored by wild free-roaming groups 
until they are bush-savvy enough to form independent sub-
populations.

Some wild groups, and even populations, are limited by the 
availability of suitable nest sites, so artificial nests are being 
provided and these enhance breeding success.

The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project also spearheads measures to mitigate direct threats. These include 
minimising risks from poisoning and electrocutions, and screening window panes in susceptible buildings 
to elimin ate reflections. Re-introduced birds are vaccinated against Newcastle disease. Perhaps the most 
crucial aspect of the project is an intensive awareness programme that focuses on increasing local commu-
nities’ understanding of the importance and vulnerability of this wonderful bird.
TEXT BY DAVID ALLAN

Boom or bust?
This unique species has decreased throughout its range. Rwanda, Burundi, Swaziland and to some extent Malawi now support only rem-

nant populations restricted to tiny protected areas. Kenya, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and South Africa boast larger populations, but 
the species has lost 70–90 per cent of its ori ginal range in some of these states and is now common only in large protected areas. The global 
conservation status of this hornbill is considered Vulnerable, but Endangered in South Africa, Swaziland and Namibia. 

These birds face a wide array of threats. Habitat loss and degradation through extensive crop farming, commercial afforestation, high  
human densities, bush encroachment, over- and undergrazing, erosion and climate change expel the birds from their ancestral grounds.  
Indirect poisoning through baits set for mammalian predators is a particularly pervasive peril. Lead poisoning from swallowing spent am-
munition is a recently appreciated danger, and this is yet another species at risk from electrical infrastructure, with reported electro cutions 
at transformer boxes. Re-introduced birds are susceptible to Newcastle disease. Harvesting for traditional use and the zoo trade exerts  
further pressure on Southern Ground-Hornbills.

One threat is peculiar to the species. On noticing their reflection in windows when foraging close to buildings, the hornbills peck at the 
glass, typically shattering it. In one instance, 150 windows were broken in a single morning at a rural school. Understandably, this can elicit 
retribution from aggrieved parties.

alBert froneman
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maBula ground hornBill ProJeCt

Weighing in

Southern ground hornbills are avian giants and the world’s largest 
hornbill. Males weigh about 4.2 kg, or a little over 9 lbs., and females 

about 3.3 kg (just over 7 lbs.). The beak is long and decurved, with a 
raised casque at the base of the upper mandible, as in most hornbills. 
The bare skin of the face and throat is bright red, but females (and some 
males) show blue markings on the upper
throat. Long, broad lashes that provide both shade and protection fringe the 
bird’s pale yellow eyes. Its plumage is entirely black except for pure white 
primaries and upper primary coverts that are normally only visible when the 
hornbill takes flight.

Dual nationality

Its range stretches across 14 
countries in East, Central, 

and southern Africa, from 
Kenya in the north to South 
Africa in the south. The status 
of southern ground hornbills is 
not as well known in Angola, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, and northern Mozambique. 
An inhabitant of woodland as well as grassland 
areas that are completely treeless, it is the hornbill 
species least reliant on wooded cover.

Photo: Zack Rheeder
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The start of each day is typically heralded with a deep and rhythmic booming chorus given by all older group members and it can be 

heard up to five kilometres away. The long trachea and, in particular, the large inflatable throat sacs probably play a key role in the  
production of these impressive vocalisations, which give rise to one of its colloquial names, the thunderbird (it’s also known as the rainbird).

on the menu
The ground-hornbill’s diet is diverse and comprises any small  

animals the hornbills can overpower. Invertebrates feature promi-
nently, especially grasshoppers, beetles, termites, mopane worms,  
spiders, solifugids and scorpions, but also molluscs, centipedes and 
millipedes, earthworms and crustaceans. Vertebrate prey includes 
hares, mongooses, squirrels, rodents, snakes (even venomous species), 
lizards and chameleons, tortoises and turtles, and frogs and toads.  
Avian prey is also taken, and the hornbills raid nests for eggs and 
chicks. They occasionally take carrion.

The  beak, paired with the powerful neck, is a devastating weapon 
used for stabbing, grasping, bludgeoning and crushing prey. It is also 
used to dig for prey, especially in dry conditions. Larger prey is hunt-
ed by group members in unison and then ripped apart. To capture 
flushed prey, the hornbills follow herds of ungulates and are attracted 
to fires. Like most other hornbills, they never drink from open water 
and receive their hydration through their prey.

Bird of the Year 2020 Bucorvus leadbeateri

seCond ChanCes
The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project (www.ground-hornbill.

org.za) is the BirdLife South Africa Species Guardian for this 
threatened bird and coordinates conservation efforts through-
out its range. A key conservation strategy involves rearing in 
captivity second-hatched wild chicks that would otherwise 
naturally perish. These naive youngsters are re-wilded in ‘bush 
schools’ where they are mentored by wild free-roaming groups 
until they are bush-savvy enough to form independent sub-
populations.

Some wild groups, and even populations, are limited by the 
availability of suitable nest sites, so artificial nests are being 
provided and these enhance breeding success.

The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project also spearheads measures to mitigate direct threats. These include 
minimising risks from poisoning and electrocutions, and screening window panes in susceptible buildings 
to elimin ate reflections. Re-introduced birds are vaccinated against Newcastle disease. Perhaps the most 
crucial aspect of the project is an intensive awareness programme that focuses on increasing local commu-
nities’ understanding of the importance and vulnerability of this wonderful bird.
TEXT BY DAVID ALLAN

Boom or bust?
This unique species has decreased throughout its range. Rwanda, Burundi, Swaziland and to some extent Malawi now support only rem-

nant populations restricted to tiny protected areas. Kenya, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and South Africa boast larger populations, but 
the species has lost 70–90 per cent of its ori ginal range in some of these states and is now common only in large protected areas. The global 
conservation status of this hornbill is considered Vulnerable, but Endangered in South Africa, Swaziland and Namibia. 

These birds face a wide array of threats. Habitat loss and degradation through extensive crop farming, commercial afforestation, high  
human densities, bush encroachment, over- and undergrazing, erosion and climate change expel the birds from their ancestral grounds.  
Indirect poisoning through baits set for mammalian predators is a particularly pervasive peril. Lead poisoning from swallowing spent am-
munition is a recently appreciated danger, and this is yet another species at risk from electrical infrastructure, with reported electro cutions 
at transformer boxes. Re-introduced birds are susceptible to Newcastle disease. Harvesting for traditional use and the zoo trade exerts  
further pressure on Southern Ground-Hornbills.

One threat is peculiar to the species. On noticing their reflection in windows when foraging close to buildings, the hornbills peck at the 
glass, typically shattering it. In one instance, 150 windows were broken in a single morning at a rural school. Understandably, this can elicit 
retribution from aggrieved parties.

alBert froneman
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Helping hands

This species usually lives in territorial groups of three to five birds, 
although groups as large as 12 have been recorded. Group territories 

vary widely, from 6–10 km2 in private conservation areas adjacent to the 
Kruger National Park to 200 km2 on private farmland in the Limpopo Valley.

A group core comprises an alpha pair, while other group members are 
offspring of varying ages from previous breedings by the dominant pair. 

The additional group members help to defend their permanent territory and 
to feed the alpha female and any newly produced young. Most older helpers 
are males, as the older females disperse to seek breeding opportunities 
elsewhere. This is the largest bird species in the world to show such 
cooperative breeding.

Photo: Albert Froneman

Photo: Hugh Chittenden
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Bushveld baritones

The start of each day is 
typically heralded with a 

deep and rhythmic booming 
chorus given by all older 
southern ground hornbill 
(Bucorvus leadbeateri) group 
members and it can be heard 
up to five kilometers away. The 
long trachea and, in particular, 
the large inflatable throat sacs 
probably play a key role in the 
production of these impressive 
vocalizations, which give rise to 
one of its colloquial names, the 
thunderbird (it’s also known as the rainbird).

On the menu

The southern ground hornbill’s diet is diverse and comprises any small 
animals the hornbills can overpower. Invertebrates feature prominently, 

especially grasshoppers, beetles, termites, mopane worms, spiders, solifugids 
and scorpions, but also mollusks, centipedes and millipedes, earthworms, 
and crustaceans. 
Vertebrate prey include 
hares, mongooses, 
squirrels, rodents, snakes 
(even venomous species), 
lizards and chameleons, 
tortoises and turtles, and 
frogs and toads.  Avian 
prey is also taken, and 
the hornbills raid nests 
for eggs and chicks. They 
occasionally take carrion.

The beak, paired with 
the powerful neck, is 
a devastating weapon 
used for stabbing, 
grasping, bludgeoning, 
and crushing prey. It 
is also used to dig for 
prey, especially in dry conditions. Larger prey is hunted by group members 
in unison and then ripped apart. To capture flushed prey, the hornbills follow 

Family time
Breeding starts in spring and takes 

place in large cavities in trees or 
in crevices in cliffs. Occasionally the 
birds will dig out a hollow in an earth 
bank or a donga, the only known  
cases of hornbills excavating their 
own nests. The same site will often be 
used for many years. Unlike other hornbills, breeding female ground-hornbills are not sealed into the cavity 
during nesting. The typical clutch is two eggs and only the alpha female breeds, fed by other group mem-
bers. The eggs hatch up to 14 days apart and the second-hatched chick usually dies of starvation within a 
few days, unable to compete with its larger sibling.

All older group members defend the nest, even mobbing predators as formidable as lions and  
leo pards if they approach too closely, while a Verreaux’s Eagle was killed by five group members when it 
passed too close to a nest. Breeding success is naturally low. At best, groups fledge only a single chick every 
two or three years, though perhaps more typically every five to 10 years. Fledged youngsters are fed by 
group members until they are about two years old. Full adult appearance is attained at four to six years and 
birds in captivity only begin breeding when they are at least eight years old. In the wild they are probably 
much older, as they first need to achieve alpha breeding social status. Adults are long-lived; a captive bird 
survived to 66 years. 

Cultural icon
These compelling birds feature promi-

nently in African lore. They are famed 
as makers of rain, and not just of drizzle 
but of downpours, reflecting the percep-
tion of them as creatures of unusual 
potency. Other associations, rooted in 
the bird’s dignified demeanour, relate to 
wisdom and to promoting calmness in 
people of agitated disposition. Based on 
its tight familial bonds, the species is also 
seen as a protector of home and kin. Its 
unforgettable call holds a special place 
in folklore and is widely interpreted as 
repetitive bickering between spouses. 
However, the awe in which this bird is 
held easily turns to dread and it can  
signify bad tidings. 

B i r d  o f  t h e  Y e a r  2 0 1 7

ZaCk rheeder

Weighing in
Southern Ground-Hornbills are avian giants and the world’s largest hornbill. Males weigh 

about 4.2 kilograms and females about 3.3 kilograms. The beak is long and decurved, with 
a raised casque at the base of the upper mandible, as in all hornbills. The bare skin of the face 
and throat is bright red, but females (and some males) show blue markings on the upper 
throat. The bird’s pale yellow eyes are fringed by long, broad lashes that provide both shade 
and protection. Its plumage is entirely black except for pure white primaries and upper  
primary coverts that are normally only visible when the hornbill takes flight. 

dual nationality   
Its range stretches across 14 countries in East, 

Central and southern Africa, from Kenya in 
the north to South Africa in the south. Its status 
is least well known in Angola, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and northern Mozambique. 
An inhabitant of woodland as well as grassland 
areas that are completely treeless, it is the horn-
bill species least reliant on wooded cover.

southern ground-hornBill

Helping hands
This species usually lives in territorial groups of three to five birds, although groups as large 

as 12 have been recorded. Group territories vary widely, from 6–10 square kilometres in 
private conservation areas adjacent to the Kruger National Park to 200 square kilometres on 
private farmland in the Limpopo Valley. 

The core of the group comprises an alpha pair, while other group members are offspring of 
varying ages from previous breeding attempts by the dominant pair. They help to defend their 
permanent territory and to feed the female and any newly produced young. Most older help-
ers are males, as the older females disperse to seek breeding opportunities elsewhere. This is 
the largest bird species in the world to show such cooperative breeding.

Bushveld baritones
The start of each day is typically heralded with a deep and rhythmic booming chorus given by all older group members and it can be 

heard up to five kilometres away. The long trachea and, in particular, the large inflatable throat sacs probably play a key role in the  
production of these impressive vocalisations, which give rise to one of its colloquial names, the thunderbird (it’s also known as the rainbird).

on the menu
The ground-hornbill’s diet is diverse and comprises any small  

animals the hornbills can overpower. Invertebrates feature promi-
nently, especially grasshoppers, beetles, termites, mopane worms,  
spiders, solifugids and scorpions, but also molluscs, centipedes and 
millipedes, earthworms and crustaceans. Vertebrate prey includes 
hares, mongooses, squirrels, rodents, snakes (even venomous species), 
lizards and chameleons, tortoises and turtles, and frogs and toads.  
Avian prey is also taken, and the hornbills raid nests for eggs and 
chicks. They occasionally take carrion.

The  beak, paired with the powerful neck, is a devastating weapon 
used for stabbing, grasping, bludgeoning and crushing prey. It is also 
used to dig for prey, especially in dry conditions. Larger prey is hunt-
ed by group members in unison and then ripped apart. To capture 
flushed prey, the hornbills follow herds of ungulates and are attracted 
to fires. Like most other hornbills, they never drink from open water 
and receive their hydration through their prey.

Bird of the Year 2020 Bucorvus leadbeateri

seCond ChanCes
The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project (www.ground-hornbill.

org.za) is the BirdLife South Africa Species Guardian for this 
threatened bird and coordinates conservation efforts through-
out its range. A key conservation strategy involves rearing in 
captivity second-hatched wild chicks that would otherwise 
naturally perish. These naive youngsters are re-wilded in ‘bush 
schools’ where they are mentored by wild free-roaming groups 
until they are bush-savvy enough to form independent sub-
populations.

Some wild groups, and even populations, are limited by the 
availability of suitable nest sites, so artificial nests are being 
provided and these enhance breeding success.

The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project also spearheads measures to mitigate direct threats. These include 
minimising risks from poisoning and electrocutions, and screening window panes in susceptible buildings 
to elimin ate reflections. Re-introduced birds are vaccinated against Newcastle disease. Perhaps the most 
crucial aspect of the project is an intensive awareness programme that focuses on increasing local commu-
nities’ understanding of the importance and vulnerability of this wonderful bird.
TEXT BY DAVID ALLAN

Boom or bust?
This unique species has decreased throughout its range. Rwanda, Burundi, Swaziland and to some extent Malawi now support only rem-

nant populations restricted to tiny protected areas. Kenya, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and South Africa boast larger populations, but 
the species has lost 70–90 per cent of its ori ginal range in some of these states and is now common only in large protected areas. The global 
conservation status of this hornbill is considered Vulnerable, but Endangered in South Africa, Swaziland and Namibia. 

These birds face a wide array of threats. Habitat loss and degradation through extensive crop farming, commercial afforestation, high  
human densities, bush encroachment, over- and undergrazing, erosion and climate change expel the birds from their ancestral grounds.  
Indirect poisoning through baits set for mammalian predators is a particularly pervasive peril. Lead poisoning from swallowing spent am-
munition is a recently appreciated danger, and this is yet another species at risk from electrical infrastructure, with reported electro cutions 
at transformer boxes. Re-introduced birds are susceptible to Newcastle disease. Harvesting for traditional use and the zoo trade exerts  
further pressure on Southern Ground-Hornbills.

One threat is peculiar to the species. On noticing their reflection in windows when foraging close to buildings, the hornbills peck at the 
glass, typically shattering it. In one instance, 150 windows were broken in a single morning at a rural school. Understandably, this can elicit 
retribution from aggrieved parties.
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Photo: Hugh Chittenden
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Family time
Breeding starts in spring and takes 

place in large cavities in trees or 
in crevices in cliffs. Occasionally the 
birds will dig out a hollow in an earth 
bank or a donga, the only known  
cases of hornbills excavating their 
own nests. The same site will often be 
used for many years. Unlike other hornbills, breeding female ground-hornbills are not sealed into the cavity 
during nesting. The typical clutch is two eggs and only the alpha female breeds, fed by other group mem-
bers. The eggs hatch up to 14 days apart and the second-hatched chick usually dies of starvation within a 
few days, unable to compete with its larger sibling.

All older group members defend the nest, even mobbing predators as formidable as lions and  
leo pards if they approach too closely, while a Verreaux’s Eagle was killed by five group members when it 
passed too close to a nest. Breeding success is naturally low. At best, groups fledge only a single chick every 
two or three years, though perhaps more typically every five to 10 years. Fledged youngsters are fed by 
group members until they are about two years old. Full adult appearance is attained at four to six years and 
birds in captivity only begin breeding when they are at least eight years old. In the wild they are probably 
much older, as they first need to achieve alpha breeding social status. Adults are long-lived; a captive bird 
survived to 66 years. 

Cultural icon
These compelling birds feature promi-

nently in African lore. They are famed 
as makers of rain, and not just of drizzle 
but of downpours, reflecting the percep-
tion of them as creatures of unusual 
potency. Other associations, rooted in 
the bird’s dignified demeanour, relate to 
wisdom and to promoting calmness in 
people of agitated disposition. Based on 
its tight familial bonds, the species is also 
seen as a protector of home and kin. Its 
unforgettable call holds a special place 
in folklore and is widely interpreted as 
repetitive bickering between spouses. 
However, the awe in which this bird is 
held easily turns to dread and it can  
signify bad tidings. 

B i r d  o f  t h e  Y e a r  2 0 1 7

ZaCk rheeder

Weighing in
Southern Ground-Hornbills are avian giants and the world’s largest hornbill. Males weigh 

about 4.2 kilograms and females about 3.3 kilograms. The beak is long and decurved, with 
a raised casque at the base of the upper mandible, as in all hornbills. The bare skin of the face 
and throat is bright red, but females (and some males) show blue markings on the upper 
throat. The bird’s pale yellow eyes are fringed by long, broad lashes that provide both shade 
and protection. Its plumage is entirely black except for pure white primaries and upper  
primary coverts that are normally only visible when the hornbill takes flight. 

dual nationality   
Its range stretches across 14 countries in East, 

Central and southern Africa, from Kenya in 
the north to South Africa in the south. Its status 
is least well known in Angola, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and northern Mozambique. 
An inhabitant of woodland as well as grassland 
areas that are completely treeless, it is the horn-
bill species least reliant on wooded cover.

southern ground-hornBill

Helping hands
This species usually lives in territorial groups of three to five birds, although groups as large 

as 12 have been recorded. Group territories vary widely, from 6–10 square kilometres in 
private conservation areas adjacent to the Kruger National Park to 200 square kilometres on 
private farmland in the Limpopo Valley. 

The core of the group comprises an alpha pair, while other group members are offspring of 
varying ages from previous breeding attempts by the dominant pair. They help to defend their 
permanent territory and to feed the female and any newly produced young. Most older help-
ers are males, as the older females disperse to seek breeding opportunities elsewhere. This is 
the largest bird species in the world to show such cooperative breeding.

Bushveld baritones
The start of each day is typically heralded with a deep and rhythmic booming chorus given by all older group members and it can be 

heard up to five kilometres away. The long trachea and, in particular, the large inflatable throat sacs probably play a key role in the  
production of these impressive vocalisations, which give rise to one of its colloquial names, the thunderbird (it’s also known as the rainbird).

on the menu
The ground-hornbill’s diet is diverse and comprises any small  

animals the hornbills can overpower. Invertebrates feature promi-
nently, especially grasshoppers, beetles, termites, mopane worms,  
spiders, solifugids and scorpions, but also molluscs, centipedes and 
millipedes, earthworms and crustaceans. Vertebrate prey includes 
hares, mongooses, squirrels, rodents, snakes (even venomous species), 
lizards and chameleons, tortoises and turtles, and frogs and toads.  
Avian prey is also taken, and the hornbills raid nests for eggs and 
chicks. They occasionally take carrion.

The  beak, paired with the powerful neck, is a devastating weapon 
used for stabbing, grasping, bludgeoning and crushing prey. It is also 
used to dig for prey, especially in dry conditions. Larger prey is hunt-
ed by group members in unison and then ripped apart. To capture 
flushed prey, the hornbills follow herds of ungulates and are attracted 
to fires. Like most other hornbills, they never drink from open water 
and receive their hydration through their prey.

Bird of the Year 2020 Bucorvus leadbeateri

seCond ChanCes
The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project (www.ground-hornbill.

org.za) is the BirdLife South Africa Species Guardian for this 
threatened bird and coordinates conservation efforts through-
out its range. A key conservation strategy involves rearing in 
captivity second-hatched wild chicks that would otherwise 
naturally perish. These naive youngsters are re-wilded in ‘bush 
schools’ where they are mentored by wild free-roaming groups 
until they are bush-savvy enough to form independent sub-
populations.

Some wild groups, and even populations, are limited by the 
availability of suitable nest sites, so artificial nests are being 
provided and these enhance breeding success.

The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project also spearheads measures to mitigate direct threats. These include 
minimising risks from poisoning and electrocutions, and screening window panes in susceptible buildings 
to elimin ate reflections. Re-introduced birds are vaccinated against Newcastle disease. Perhaps the most 
crucial aspect of the project is an intensive awareness programme that focuses on increasing local commu-
nities’ understanding of the importance and vulnerability of this wonderful bird.
TEXT BY DAVID ALLAN

Boom or bust?
This unique species has decreased throughout its range. Rwanda, Burundi, Swaziland and to some extent Malawi now support only rem-

nant populations restricted to tiny protected areas. Kenya, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and South Africa boast larger populations, but 
the species has lost 70–90 per cent of its ori ginal range in some of these states and is now common only in large protected areas. The global 
conservation status of this hornbill is considered Vulnerable, but Endangered in South Africa, Swaziland and Namibia. 

These birds face a wide array of threats. Habitat loss and degradation through extensive crop farming, commercial afforestation, high  
human densities, bush encroachment, over- and undergrazing, erosion and climate change expel the birds from their ancestral grounds.  
Indirect poisoning through baits set for mammalian predators is a particularly pervasive peril. Lead poisoning from swallowing spent am-
munition is a recently appreciated danger, and this is yet another species at risk from electrical infrastructure, with reported electro cutions 
at transformer boxes. Re-introduced birds are susceptible to Newcastle disease. Harvesting for traditional use and the zoo trade exerts  
further pressure on Southern Ground-Hornbills.

One threat is peculiar to the species. On noticing their reflection in windows when foraging close to buildings, the hornbills peck at the 
glass, typically shattering it. In one instance, 150 windows were broken in a single morning at a rural school. Understandably, this can elicit 
retribution from aggrieved parties.
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herds of ungulates and are attracted to fires. Like most other hornbills, they 
never drink from open water and receive their hydration through their prey.

Boom or bust?

This unique species faces a wide array of threats. Habitat loss 
and degradation through extensive crop farming, commercial 

afforestation, high human densities, bush encroachment, over- and 
undergrazing, erosion, and climate change expel the birds from their 
ancestral grounds.

Indirect poisoning through baits set for mammalian predators is a 
particularly pervasive peril. Lead poisoning from swallowing spent 
ammunition is a recently appreciated danger, and this is yet another 
species at risk from electrical infrastructure, with reported electrocutions 
at transformer boxes. Re-introduced birds are susceptible to Newcastle 
disease. Harvesting for traditional use and the zoo trade exerts further 
pressure on southern ground hornbills.

One threat is peculiar to the species. On noticing their reflection in 
windows when foraging close to buildings, the hornbills peck at the 
glass, typically shattering it. In one instance, 150 windows were broken 
in a single morning at a rural school. Understandably, this can elicit 
retribution from aggrieved parties.

Family time

Breeding starts in spring and takes place in large cavities in trees and 
in cliff crevices. Occasionally, 

the birds will dig out a hollow 
in an earth bank or a donga, the 
only known cases of hornbills 
excavating their own nests. The 
same site will often be used 
for many years. Unlike other 
hornbills, breeding female 
ground hornbills are not sealed 
into the cavity during nesting, 
but they are fed by other group 
members. Only the alpha female 
breeds, typically producing two 
eggs per clutch. The eggs hatch Photo: Mabula Ground-hornbill Project

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303703702_Southern_Ground_Hornbill_Bucorvus_leadbeateri_Species_Recovery_Plan_for_South_Africa
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2014-03-10-teaching-baby-hornbills-to-be-birds/
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up to 14 days apart, and the 
second-hatched chick usually 
dies of starvation within a few 
days, unable to compete with its 
larger sibling.

All older group members 
defend the nest, even mobbing 
predators as formidable as lions 
and leopards if they approach 
too closely, while a Verreaux’s 
eagle (Aquila verreauxii) was 
killed by five group members 
when it passed too close to a 
nest. Breeding success is naturally 
low. At best, groups fledge only a 
single chick every two or three years, though perhaps more typically every five 
to 10 years. Group members feed fledged youngsters until they are about two 
years old. 

Full adult appearance is attained at four to six years and birds in captivity only 
begin breeding when they are at least eight years old. In the wild, they are 
probably much older when they first breed, as they need time to achieve alpha 
breeding social status. Adults are long-lived; a captive bird survived to 66 years.

Cultural icon

These compelling 
birds feature 

prominently 
in African lore. 
Southern ground 
hornbills are famed 
as makers of rain, 
and not just of drizzle 
but of downpours, 
reflecting the 
perception of them 
as creatures of 
unusual potency. 
Other associations, 
rooted in the bird’s dignified demeanor, relate to wisdom and the promotion of 
calmness in those who are easily agitated. Based on its tight familial bonds, the 
species is also seen as a protector of home and kin. Its unforgettable call holds a 
special place in folklore and is widely interpreted as repetitive bickering between 
spouses. However, the awe in which this bird is held easily turns to dread and it 
can signify bad tidings.

Photo: Hugh Chittenden

Photo: Hugh Chittenden
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SECOND CHANCES

The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project is the BirdLife South Africa Species 
Guardian for this threatened bird and coordinates conservation efforts 

throughout its range. A key conservation strategy involves rearing second-
hatched wild chicks in captivity that would otherwise naturally perish. These 
naive youngsters are re-wilded in ‘bush schools’ where they are mentored by wild 
free-roaming groups until they are bush-savvy enough to form independent 
subpopulations. Some wild groups, and even larger populations, are limited 
by the availability of suitable nest sites, so artificial nests are being provided to 
enhance breeding success.

The Mabula Ground Hornbill 
Project also spearheads 
measures to mitigate direct 
threats. These include 
minimizing risks from 
poisoning and electrocutions, 
and screening windowpanes 
in susceptible buildings 
to eliminate reflections. 
Re-introduced birds are 
vaccinated against Newcastle 
disease. Perhaps the most 
crucial aspect of the project 
is an intensive awareness 
program that focuses on 
increasing local communities’ 
understanding of the 
importance and vulnerability 
of this wonderful bird.

About the Author

David has been the bird curator at the Durban Natural Science Museum for 
more than two decades. As for his ornithology career, Transvaal Division of 
Nature Conservation is where it all began. There, he worked on birds of prey 
and threatened birds of the Highveld grasslands. David also studied cranes 
and bustards and was a fieldworker for the first bird atlas project while at the 
University of Cape Town for nearly a decade. 

He has authored, co-authored, and edited for a diverse and extensive list of 
publications, and is frequently invited to speak and teach about South Africa’s 
birds. A particular interest in pelagic seabirds has led to scores of trips off Durban 
to see these birds.

Read The Leopard’s Echo interview with David to learn a great deal more about 
his accomplishments, passions, and adventures. 

Photo: Mabula Ground-hornbill Project

http://ground-hornbill.org.za/
http://ground-hornbill.org.za/about-us/birdlife-species-guardian
http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Services/ParksRecreation/musuems/nsm/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/David_Allan5
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/David_Allan5
https://le.kloofconservancy.org.za/david-allan-the-lawyer-who-soared-with-the-birds/
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T-shirt .................................$35
Sweatshirt ........................$45
Polo shirt ...........................$42

Plus shipping and handling

Order: headbirdbrain@aviculture.tv
See our Feathered Nest facebook 
page at: https://www.facebook.com/
Feathered-Nest-102431834905723

Watch for additional offerings and one-
of-a-kind items to benefit the Mabula  
ground hornbill Project. 

mailto:headbirdbrain%40aviculture.tv%20?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/Feathered-Nest-102431834905723 
https://www.facebook.com/Feathered-Nest-102431834905723 
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Not Steve’s Photo Pick 
These geese breed north of the 
timberline in Greenland, Canada, Alaska, 
and the northeastern tip of Siberia, and 
spend winters in warm parts of North 
America from southwestern British 
Columbia through parts of the United 
States to Mexico. It can fly as far south 
as Texas and Mexico during winter, and 
returns to nest on the Arctic tundra each 
spring.

 It is a rare vagrant to Europe but for a 
frequent escape from collections and an 
occasional feral breeder. Snow geese are 
visitors to the British Isles where they are 
seen regularly among flocks of barnacle, 
Brent and Greenland white-fronted 
geese. There is also a feral population in 
Scotland from which many vagrant birds 
in Britain seem to derive.
Wikipedia
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Snow geese  (Anser caerulescens)
 Photo: Lisa Marun
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Jim Sorenson, Birds in shoes 
“The Turkey” How appropriate 
for the season for him to be on 
our pages. 

About
I enjoy nature and adding 
something out of the ordinary. 
All my drawings are available 
at https://www.redbubble.
com/shop/?query=jim%20
sorensen%20birds%20in%20
shoes%20series&ref=search_
box

https://www.facebook.com/jim.sorensen777 
https://www.redbubble.com/shop/?query=jim%20sorensen%20birds%20in%20shoes%20series&ref=search_box
https://www.redbubble.com/shop/?query=jim%20sorensen%20birds%20in%20shoes%20series&ref=search_box
https://www.redbubble.com/shop/?query=jim%20sorensen%20birds%20in%20shoes%20series&ref=search_box
https://www.redbubble.com/shop/?query=jim%20sorensen%20birds%20in%20shoes%20series&ref=search_box
https://www.redbubble.com/shop/?query=jim%20sorensen%20birds%20in%20shoes%20series&ref=search_box
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Of Hornbills and Toucans: An Example 
of Convergent Evolution

Levi Fuentes

Evolution Primer

Convergent evolution is 
when organisms of different 
lineages evolve similar features 
independently to meet an 
ecological niche or environmental 
demand. A common example 
of this is the evolutionary 
multiplicity of wings. Wings 
evolved four separate times: first 
in insects; next in pterosaurs 
(sometimes erroneously called 
pterodactyls); then in birds (aka 
avian dinosaurs); and most 
recently (in evolutionary terms) 
in bats. Insects aside, pterosaurs, 
birds, and bats all modified their 

forelimbs to meet the demands 
required for powered flight.

The wing example may be 
one we’re familiar with when 
it comes to highlighting 
the concurring evolution of 
similarly utilized body parts for 
species that are very far apart 
taxonomically, or in terms of 
their evolutionary ancestors. This 
convergent evolution contrasts 
with the type of evolution we 
may normally think of, which is 
actually divergent evolution—or 
the small and large variations 
appearing over time between 
species having a common 
ancestor, such as Darwin’s 
finches. Canine divergence would 
be a good non-avian example of 
this—with wolves, dogs, foxes, 
coyotes, and jackals all having 
modern-day gray wolf lineage.  

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/why-a-pterosaur-is-not-a-dinosaur-87082921/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/why-a-pterosaur-is-not-a-dinosaur-87082921/
http://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2019/foxy-behavior-russian-fox-farm-uncovered-basis-canine-domestication/#:~:text=Scientists%20believe%20that%20the%20closest,brief%20time%20period%2C%20evolutionarily).
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Not Necessarily All in the (Same) 
Family

Two families of birds I often see 
being confused with each other, 
or even being incorrectly labeled 
as being related to each other, are 
hornbills (Bucerotidae, including 
the subfamilies Bucerotinae 
and Bucorvinae) and toucans 
(Ramphastidae). This confusion 
is understandable given that a 
cursory comparison of hornbills 
and toucans belies the fact 
that they are not very close 
taxonomically, and their perceived 
similarities are instead due to 
convergent evolution.

As for the similarities between 
hornbills and toucans, beginning 
with diet, both are primarily 
frugivores with omnivorous 
tendencies. They supplement 
fruit with the eggs, nestlings, or 

adults of smaller bird species, 
along with insects and other 
invertebrates, reptiles, and 
small mammals. This holds 
true for most toucans and 
hornbills, the exceptions being 
some African hornbills of the 
Bucerotinae subfamily (e.g. 
genera Lophoceros, Tockus, 
and Horizocerus), along with 
the ground hornbills (subfamily 
Bucorvinae), being primarily 
carnivores that will supplement 
their diets with fruit and other 
plant material. 

Both toucans and hornbills 
disperse the seeds of many 
plant species, earning them the 
reputation as being among the 
important rainforest engineers in 
their native ranges. Superficially, 
they both sport large, colorful 
beaks, and use them to reach 
and manipulate food and objects. 
Most toucans also rely heavily 

Knobbed hornbill (Rhyticeros cassidix) Photo: 
Helmhornvogel Weltvogelpark Walsrode 
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on their beaks to help dissipate 
heat, and hornbills do so as well 
to a limited extent.  

It bears emphasizing that both 
hornbills and toucans can be 
found throughout the tropics 
in their respective ranges. As 
such, these corresponding 
natural habitats in geographically 
distinct parts of the world have 
likely guided the convergent 
evolution that led to many of 
the similarities we see between 
the two otherwise very distinct 
families today. The shape, size, 
and relatively light weight of 
their beaks, for example, give 
each of them habitat-specific 
advantages in terms of having 
a built-in tool and mechanism 
for temperature regulation in 
distinct places where they have 
had similar challenges. 

Birds of a (Different) Feather…

Now we get into the differences, 
starting with hornbills. This 
Old World family of about 55-
60 living species is native to 
the forests, rain forests, and 
savannas of sub-Saharan Africa, 
Southeast Asia, and the Indian 
subcontinent.

Phylogenetically, hornbills 
include two subfamilies: 

Bucorvinae (ground hornbills) 
and Bucerotinae. Recent genomic 
data reveals that hornbills are 
most closely related to bee-
eaters and woodpeckers, with 
their next closest relatives being 
trogons. (Note that in the Sibley-
Ahlquist taxonomy, Bucorvinae 
and Bucerotinae are elevated 
to the family level, with both 
belonging to Bucerotiformes, 
a separate order from 
Coraciiformes, where they are 
otherwise placed.) 

Hornbills are one of the few 
bird species that sport casques, 
or thick keratin growths on the 
top of the upper mandible, 
which may provide some added 
reinforcement. While casques are 
imperceptible on some species, 
on others they are used to show 
maturity, to amplify calls, and—in 
some species—the casques are 
used in aerial jousting or as a 
strong hammer-like tool. While 
some hornbills are mostly black 
and white in body plumage, 
many are grey, brown, a reddish-
orange, or any combination of 
these colors. 

Hornbills are sexually dimorphic 
to varying degrees depending 
on species.  Males and females 
are often easy to tell apart due 
to differences in body size, facial 
skin coloring, eye coloring, 
casque size, and overall plumage 

file://localhost/Users/Lisa/Desktop/VandeVenetal2016-Regulationofheatexchangeacrossthehornbillbeakfunctionalsimilaritieswithtoucans.pdf
file://localhost/Users/Lisa/Desktop/VandeVenetal2016-Regulationofheatexchangeacrossthehornbillbeakfunctionalsimilaritieswithtoucans.pdf
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/graphic-science-the-bird-family-tree-gets-a-makeover/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/graphic-science-the-bird-family-tree-gets-a-makeover/
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Abysinian ground hornbill (Bucorvus 
abyssinicus) Photo Carol Stanley

Southern ground hornbill (Bucorvus 
leadbeateri) Photo Carol Stanleycolors and patterns. Hornbills 

also sport eyelashes and have 
binocular vision. While seeing 
the tip of the beak would seem 
like a disadvantage, this allows 
them to be even more precise 
and dexterous with their beaks. 

The general body plan of a 
hornbill, aside from large beaks, 
body color, and the occasional 
facial adornment, is that of a 

Sumba Hornbill (Rhyticeros everetti) Photo: Ingo Waschkies

long-bodied, long-tailed bird 
that can cover great distances 
(the ground hornbills, as their 
name suggests, spend most of 
their time on the ground, but 
can fly when pressured). While 
both hornbills and toucans are 
cavity breeders, hornbills are 
unique in that the female will 
barricade herself in the tree 
hollow, plastering the hole 
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Spot-billed toucanet (Selenidera maculirostris)
Photo:Jerry Jennings

with fruit pulp, mud, and poop, 
leaving only a slit for her mate to 
pass food to her and the babies, 
all the while molting out her 
feathers to line the nest.

Toucans, on the other hand, 
are a family of over 40 species 
(within five genera including all 
species of toucans, toucanets, 
and aracari) endemic to the 
New World, with most species 
living arboreal lives in the 
lowland Neotropics. They can 
be found from as far north as 
east-central Mexico, where the 
northern emerald-toucanet 
(Aulacorhynchus prasinus 
prasinus) resides, to as far 
south as southeastern Brazil 
and northeastern Argentina—
where the spot-billed toucanet 
(Selenidera maculirostris), 
the southern subspecies of 
the toco toucan (Ramphastos 
toco albogularis), and red-
breasted or green-billed toucan 
(Ramphastos dicolorus) resides. 
Only toco toucans (Ramphastos 
toco) naturally reside outside 
of forested areas, and are often 
seen in savannas, which are 
a common habitat of ground 
hornbills (Bucorvidae). 

Phylogenetically, the 
Ramphastidae family is in the 
order Piciformes, which includes 
barbets, the toucan-barbet, 
honeyguides, and woodpeckers. 

Northern emerald toucanet Aulacorhynchus 
prasinus Photo: Carol Stanley
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Male Lettered aracari (Pteroglossus inscriptus) 
Jerry Jennings 

Toco Toucan (Ramphastos toco) Photo: Carol Stanley

Red-breasted or green-billed toucan (Ramphastos dicolorus) Photo: Jerry Jennings
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The body colors often seen 
in members of this order are 
greens, black, white, and reds, 
with some genera sporting blue-
greys, oranges, and yellows. Their 
next closest relatives are those 
in the order Cariamiformes—the 
seriemas. 

Toucans are mostly 
monomorphic with regards to 
their coloration, though males’ 
beaks are often longer, more 
slender, and/or more curved 
than those of females. Some 
exceptions to this rule include 
the more dimorphic green 
aracari (Pteroglossus viridis), 
lettered aracari (Pteroglossus 
inscriptus ssp.), chestnut-eared 
aracari (Pteroglossus castanotis), 
and red-necked aracari 
(Pteroglossus bitorquatus ssp.), 
as well as toucanets in the genus 
Selenidera. 

Lastly, the general body 
plan of toucans is that of 
large-beaked, rather short-
bodied birds with short- to 
medium-length tails, though 
species of the genera 
Andigena, Aulacorhynchus, 
and Pteroglossus sport rather 
long tails in proportion to 
their bodies. Unlike hornbills, 
most are relatively weak fliers, 
preferring instead to hop from 
branch to branch; hence the 

vastly wider wingspan of hornbills 
in comparison with toucans.

Hopefully this has helped 
better inform you about both 
hornbills and toucans, and has 
made clear that the results of 
convergent evolution can be 
deceptive. Just because they 
look the same superficially, eat 
almost the same things, and 
fulfill some similar ecological 
niches doesn’t mean hornbills 
and toucans are as closely 
related as one might think. 
Rather, similar environmental 
demands have given each family 
of birds an opportunity to evolve 
some similar advantageous 
characteristics. 

About the Author

Levi Fuentes is a lifelong bird 
admirer who enjoys researching 
and learning about the avian 
world. He first became a bird 
owner at the age of 12.
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Green araçari (Pteroglossus viridis) 
Photo: Jerry Jennings

Sanford’s Sulawesi hornbill (Rhabdotorrhinus 
exarhatus sanfordi) Photo Wikidpedica

Red-necked aracari (Pteroglossus bitorquatus)  
Atrwork: Wikipedia
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WE'RE  RECRUIT ING!

Emerald Forest Bird Gardens welcomes

volunteers and interns to join our team for

a unique bird care learning experience.

lisamarun@gmail.com

858.437.4986

CONTACT LISA TO LEARN MORE:

VOLUNTEER &
INTERNSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES

�

�

emeraldforestbirdgardens.comemeraldforestbirdgardens.com



Best Bird Photography Of 2020 Has 
Announced Its 30 Stunning Winners
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Which Is Your Favorite Owl? Here’s A Sampler Platter

Photo by Jen St. Louis via Birdshare 

WE'RE  RECRUIT ING!

Emerald Forest Bird Gardens welcomes

volunteers and interns to join our team for

a unique bird care learning experience.

lisamarun@gmail.com

858.437.4986

CONTACT LISA TO LEARN MORE:

VOLUNTEER &
INTERNSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES

�

�

emeraldforestbirdgardens.comemeraldforestbirdgardens.com

https://www.boredpanda.com/bird-photographer-of-the-year-2020-bpoty/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/news/which-is-your-favorite-owl-heres-a-sampler-platter/?fbclid=IwAR1RLjzFCUPNKNJ89AJLVD8pMTC9JDT9NjoaoBWwg4jDRzVvXJvqLBqpARw
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Valentino
Feather Double 
Handle Tote - 
Offered online at 
only $1750/SOLD 
OUT

p  LOVE IT      p HATE IT

Do you have any idea 
what birds you could 
buy with that money?

Feather Couture



Association for the Conservation of Threatened Parrots e.V.

From our Australian friend Simon Degenhard:
Take a look at this awesome little video; a snap shot of the wonderful 
work being done by ACTP. This footage is a tiny snippet of a film 
project that is being pieced together to document and follow the 
incredible conservation goals being achieved by this one-of-a-kind 
organisation; their mission: to simply fight extinction. 
ACTP’s HQ in Germany is truly a sanctuary like no other, and whilst the 
beautiful and extremely rare Spix’s Macaw is certainly a main focus, 
with the breeding and reintroduction program moving ahead in leaps 
and bounds, there are also many other amazing species that this very 
dedicated team are working tirelessly with to save from extinction. 

Follow their work; share their news; we can all do our little bit to help 
save the parrots.
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p  LOVE IT      p HATE IT

https://www.facebook.com/ACTPeV/videos/664502761119875
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January/February 2020
4 Cameras in and Around the 

Aviary Randy Berry

18 Infertility in Parrots
      Tony Silva

26 Egg Breakage in Galahs   
 Tony Silva

30  Why do birds eat their chick’s 
poop? Augustin Piya

March/April 2020
4 Dispatches from the Superior 

Unit  John York

10 A Method for Correction 
of Crooked Bird Toes                                                                
Donovan Jasper

62 A Tribute to Daniel Shearing
 Sharon Duncan Gail Worth

72 Thoughts from Steve Duncan
 Steve Duncan

74 Controversy
 Lou Megens

90 A New Way of Hand Rearing 
Chilean Flamingos

 Tiago Nabiço

May/June 2020
4  Breeding with the European 

nuthatch Sitta europea    
Lou Megens

16 Shipping Birds    
 Lewis Buddy Waskey IV

29 Birds in Shoes
 Jim Sorenson

July/August 2020
4  Cissas    

   Roland Cristo
14 Hand-rearing: Some simple 

basics   Tony Silva

September/October 2020
4  Eurasian Jays    

   Lou Megens

14 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(Service) is launching “ePermits” 

 
16 USDA Seeking Input on Bird 

Regulations
 Steve Duncan

November/December 2020
4      2020 Bird of the Year - Southern 
ground-hornbill    
BirdLife South Africa/Mabula Ground-
Hornbill Project

14 Of Hornbills and Toucans: 
An Example of Convergent 
Evolution

 Levi Fuentes

2020 Indices



Go to hari.ca 

• Micro-ground peanut & multi-grain baby 
bird formula

• Premium daily nutrition for hatchling to 
fledgling age

• Optimum gelatinization and nutrient density 
for gut motility

• Multiple sources of protein for impeccable 
feather growth

• Balanced and safe levels of calcium & 
vitamin D

• Quick to prepare and does not clump

• Easy to clean and does not stick to feathers

• No artificial preservatives, colours, 
or flavours

• Every batch undergoes 3-step Quality 
Control Process – with final feeding trials 
on live parrots at the HARI facility.

HAND-FEEDING FORMULA

 © HAGEN GROUP 2019 | All Rights Reserved

Sold and Recommended Worldwide by Top Vets, Breeders 
and Avian Specialty Stores.

OPTIMAL PROTEIN LEVELEASY TO PREPARE HIGH CALORIC DENSITY

Since 1987, three generations of parrot species 
bred and raised on Tropican!

Available sizes: 
B2259 (400 g/0.88 lb), 

B2263 (2 kg/4.4 lb), 
B2262 (5 kg/11 lb)
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Who’s Your Daddy?

Stumped?  See answer on page 38

http://www.homesforanimalheroes.org/ 
Homes for Animal Heroes is the first and largest nationwide network for 
rehoming research dogs that supports biomedical progress and all of the 
heroes who make it possible. It’s time for transparency and time for us 
to share our love for animals and people…with the world. Thank you for 
supporting our vision of truth!

Photo: Rick Rosenthal

http://www.homesforanimalheroes.org/ 
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PLEASE DONATE NOW
Help us keep Frank S. Todd’s memory alive by continuing the tradition he started with 
the first Avicultural Society of America Educational Conference. Frank developed the 
conference and, for many years, arranged for speakers from around the world to attend 
and make presentations. 
Your donation will allow ASA to continue the tradition and help with travel expenses 
for our conference speakers.  http://asabirds.org/frank-s-todd-memorial-fund/

 In honour of our friend, colleague, and author, Frank Todd, Hancock House 
is pleased to commit a percentage of all revenues of books sold through our 
website to the Frank Todd Memorial Foundation to continue to promote the 
work Frank spent much of his life striving towards- wildlife conservation and 
education.
Link: https://www.hancockhouse.com/collections/ducks-waterfowl/products/
north-american-ducks-geese-swans

https://www.hancockhouse.com/collections/ducks-waterfowl/products/north-american-ducks-geese-swans
https://www.hancockhouse.com/collections/ducks-waterfowl/products/north-american-ducks-geese-swans
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Organization 
of

Professional
Aviculturists

Fighting for your right to 

keep birds!

OPA 
PO Box 673 
Lakeland FL 33802 

 
OR 
 

paypal 
opabirds@gate.net

Video: https://youtu.be/ppHhY3-YVcM

Join or donate

https://youtu.be/ppHhY3-YVcM
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Rick Rosenthal is the aviculturist that 
took photos of the chick he is raising. 

Rick wanted to be sure to mention that 
Steve Duncan incubated the egg and 
Sarah Brabbs fed the chick from day one. 

The grey-winged trumpeter (Psophia 
crepitans) is a member of a small family 
of birds, the Psophiidae. It is found in 
the northern Amazon rainforest and 
Guiana Shield in tropical South America. 
Unlike all other trumpeters, the rump 
and back are grey in the grey-winged 
trumpeter.

The grey-winged trumpeter is a dumpy, 
guineafowl-like bird with a long neck 
and legs, and short yellow chicken-
like bill. It is 48–56 centimetres (19–22 
in) long and 1.3 kilograms (2.9 lb) in 
weight. The soft plumage is mainly 
black, but the feathers of the inner wing 
are grey.

These are gregarious forest birds which 
nest in hollow trees, laying 3-4 white 
eggs that are incubated by all members 
of a group of five or more birds. When 
not breeding, the flocks may number 50 
or more. Their food is insects and fruit, 
picked off the ground. They are weak 
fliers, and will run by preference.

The grey-winged trumpeter’s song is a 
low humming, but its call, as its name 
suggests, is a very loud JEEK or honking 
TZAAK. This bird is kept as a pet by 
Amerindians, since it is easily tamed, 
hunts snakes, and is a very efficient 
sentinel, with its unmissable alarm call.

A captive grey-winged trumpeter 
named Trumpy was kept at Jersey Zoo 
by the author Gerald Durrell, and was 
noted for interacting with the people 
and animals of the zoo. “Trumpy” is 
mentioned several times in Durrell’s 
book “Menagerie Manor”.

 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Who’s Your Daddy?Who’s Your Daddy?
From page 41, Answer: 

Grey-winged trumpeter (Psophia crepitans)

Grey-winged trumpeter  Psophia crepitans Photo: Rick Rosenthal
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EE EEVV NN TT SS
2021 EVENTS

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF AVICULTURE - AFA’s 45th 
Annual Educational Conference and Avian Expo will be 
held August 12-14, 2021  
Hilton Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport More info on www.
afabirds.org

AVICULTURAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA - ASA’s 15th 
Annual Education Conference Fall 2021 
vwww.asabirds.org

Let us know of your avicultural event to be posted on 
our Events page at:

info@asabirds.org



ASA Affiliations
The Avicultural Society of America is proudly affiliated with:

American Dove Association
American Federation of Aviculture

LoryLeague.org
National Animal Interest Alliance        

National Finch and Softbill Society  
Saudi Federation of Parrots Aviculture

Zoological Association of America

New Members
Denise DeGood 
Amana, IL 

Karen Kurd 
Dubuque, IA 

Wendy Hanson 
Hudson, WI

John Gregory 
Alexandria, VA 

Denise Knight-Trevor 
Brentwood, CA 

Jan Faresielli 
Escalon, CA 

Adam Whisenant 
Atlanta, GA 

Nancy Forrester 
Key West FL

Feray J Baskin 
Bloomington IN

Margaret Yorio 
Poway CA

Paul Lepiane 
Ojai CA

Chester Moore 
Orange TX

Lori Gaskin 
Goleta CA

Christopher Marley 
Salem OR

Beau Parks Valley 
Center, CA

The Foreign Bird League
The Premier Foreign Bird Keeping Society in the UK

Founded 1932
Overseas membership for 2012 £1800 (to be paid in sterling)

Please visit our website to download a membership form and check on the latest 
membership fees.

www.foreignbirdleague.com

ASA MEMBER CLUBS
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Central California Avian Society 
PO Box 5067, Fresno, CA 93755   

www.ccasbirds.com

Contra Costa Avian Society
P.O. Box 23115  Pleasant Hill, CA  94523

www.contracostaaviansociety.org

Acadiana Bird Club
480 Almonaster Dr  Youngsville, LA  70592

acadianabirdinc@hotmail.com

Arizona Seedcracker Society Inc
P.O. Box 26899  Mesa, AZ  85214

Long Beach Bird Breeders
6444 Spring St # 132  

Long Beach, CA  90815
longbeachbirdbreeders@gmail.com

Orange County Bird Breeders 
www.ocbirdbreeders.org

Fort Worth Bird Club
P.O. Box 1712  Keller, TX  76244
fwbc@fortworthbirdclub.com 

Finch Society of San Diego County
4256 10 Ave  San Diego, CA  92103
www.finchsocietyofsandiego.com 



Joe Carvahlo, Shingle Springs, CA
Terry Clare, Vista, CA

John Del Rio, Del Rio Aviaries, 
Idaho

Madge Decker, Long Beach, CA
Richard Dickinson, Sun City, AZ

Bob Ervin, Alta Loma, CA
Lauri Grigg, Houston, TX
Gene Hall, San Diego, CA

Sherilyn Hanna, Exotic Endeavors, 
Moorpark, CA

Richard Heebner, Worcester, PA
Sally Huntington, San Diego, CA

Tiffany Latino, Roseville, CA

Linda & Bill Nichelmann, Citrus Heights, CA
Wade Plouvier, Jacksonville, NC

Arnold & Debbie Schouten, Port Angeles, WA
Carol Stanley, Rancho Cordova, CA

AVICULTURAL SOCIETY of AMERICA HONOR ROLL

ASA SUSTAINING Members
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PATRON
Diane Bock, Pacific Palisades, CA

Pamela Bompart,   Jefferson City, MT 
Roger Bringas, Mutations Unlimited,                

N. Hollywood, CA
Mike Chiaromonte, Consolidated Seed & Pet 

Inc., Buena Park, CA
Bill Coleman, Carpenteria, CA

Jennifer & Alex Culp, Huntington Beach, CA
Caroll Daunis, Fallbrook, CA

Sheldon L. Dingle, editor, author, Alhambra, CA
Steve Duncan, Avian Resources, San Dimas, CA

M. Jean Hessler, graphic artist,  Huron, OH
Clint & Marcelle Hufford, Fountain Valley, CA
Jerry Jennings, Emerald Forest Bird Gardens, 

Fallbrook, CA
Dave & Tammy Kramer, DJ Feathers Aviary, Fairfax, VA

Mitsuo Kuribara, Sayama City, Japan
Ivo Lazzeroni, West Covina, CA

Bruce Leach, Leach Grain & Milling Co., Downey, CA
Wendy Maclean Soderman, Huntington Beach, CA

Sigie Meyer, El Monte, CA

Frank Miser, Jr., Magnolia Bird Farm, Riverside, CA
Frank Miser, Sr., Magnolia Bird Farm, Anaheim, CA
Connie & Mickey Ollson, Wildlife World Zoo & 

Aquarium, Litchfield Park, AZ
Dick Schroeder, Avian Enterprises, Escondido, CA

Wm. N Smith, C.T.C., Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Helen Teunissen, Riverside, CA

CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS
Lori Ables, Trona, CA

Eric Antheunisse, Cedar Hill Birds, Acampo, CA
Laurie Baker, Feathered Follies, Concord, CA

Sarah Brabbs, West Branch Aviary, Shreveport, LA
Earlene Douglas, Reno, NV

Scott Karlene, Bloomfield, MI
Phyllis Levine, Seal Beach, CA

Julie Murad, Elizabeth, CO
Mary Nogare, Snoqualmie, WA

Michele Raffin, Los Altos, CA
Natasha Schischakin, Houston, TX
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